Private sector organizations are taking an increasingly important role in the integration success of migrants. Bashar Al Katrib is a Syrian refugee who participated in a joint private sector job-matching initiative in the Netherlands. He now volunteers for a Dutch NGO, a position he obtained through personal networking efforts. “At this stage, I aim at becoming again a productive member in the society by finding a job that helps me stop receiving social aid,” Mr. Al Katrib says.

Bashar Al Katrib was one of several beneficiaries of the joint job-matching pilot initiative, which was delivered by the Central Agency for the reception of Asylum Seekers (COA) and Randstad - a leading Dutch multinational recruitment agency. The pilot initiative aimed to equip and prepare permit holders for the labour market and to guide them towards employment. Mr. Al Katrib benefitted from advice and support that he received during the pilot initiative to better navigate the Dutch labour market. Although already an experienced professional in the communications field in Syria, Mr. Al Katrib quickly recognized the need to adjust his profile to suit the Dutch context, ensuring that his CV was relevant and desirable to the local labour market.

Offering some final thoughts, Mr. Al Katrib remarked, “I am thrilled to hear every day about new Dutch organizations or even initiatives that help the refugees to regain their high spirits and to integrate more, bringing them back to the professional circles, and to encourage them to be productive members again in the society”. More stories of success like Mr. Al Katrib’s, is expected to be published by the Skills2Work project toward the end of 2016.